Study Skills for Success
Part 7 - Taking Lecture Notes

Taking
Lecture Notes

A simple answer


Study shows

You need to take lecture notes because
you don’t have to rely on your memory.
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Study shows


Students who took class notes and later reviewed
their notes, they remembered class materials more
even after six weeks.
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You may be a great listener

Students who do not take lectures notes, they forget
80% of the lecture information within 2 weeks.

But unless you write it down, the possibility
of forgetting the content is sky-high.
 So you need to write it down.


ZZZ
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Taking notes is similar to


FIVE

The Pitcher & The Catcher!
■ The teacher is the pitcher
■ You are the catcher

Useful Techniques of Expert Note Takers
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5 Useful Techniques of Expert Note Takers

5 Useful Techniques of Expert Note Takers

1. Come prepared

1. Come prepared
2. Write important. Write any content that is

A. Review previous lecture notes
B. Preview the chapter
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important, write also any point where you
have doubts.
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What
Are the important ones to write for
the exam?

Notice clues from your professor:







If the professors says listen carefully, it is very
important, write it down
If the professor says it twice, write it down.
If he says that it will be on the test, write it down.
If it is written on the board with importance, write it
down.
Read body language: If a professor comes to the front
row and speaks louder, write it down.
Examples can easily become test questions.
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5 golden techniques of good note takers
1. Come prepared
2. Write important. Write any content that is
3.

Example


important, write also any point where you
have doubts.
Go on diet in writing. Write words in short
form, in abbreviations and symbols. Put list
of abbreviations at the top of your note
book.
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Using short form of writing to save time.
SL = Social Loafing
G = group
Ind = individual

SL
The attitude of a ind putting less effort
to achieve a goal when they work in a
g than when they work alone.
Research on SL began with rope pulling
g. Many of the causes of SL starts from
an ind feeling that his or her effort will
not matter to the g.
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5 Useful Techniques of Expert Note Takers

5 Useful Techniques of Expert Note Takers

1. Come prepared
2. Write important. Write any content that is

1. Come prepared
2. Write important. Write any content that is

3.

3.

4.

important, write also any point where you
have doubts.
Go on diet in writing. Write words in short
form, in abbreviations and symbols. Put list
of abbreviations at the top of your note
book.
Follow note taking method/format
For best result, follow # 5
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4.
5.

important, write also any point where you
have doubts.
Go on diet in writing. Write words in short
form, in abbreviations and symbols. Put list
of abbreviations at the top of your note
book.
Follow note taking method/format
Review, rewrite, update notes within 24
hours
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Five Methods of lecture Notes

1. The Cornell Method

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



The Cornell Method
The Outline Method
The Mapping Method
The Charting Method
The Sentence Method
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Two column notes with a footer
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1. The Cornell Method


2. The Outline Method

Two column notes with a footer

Management



Writing the titles or outlines with key points

Process of getting things done
effectively and efficiently,
through and with other
people.
Management Functions

1. Planning

deals with chalking out a future
course of action

2. Organizing

process of bringing together staff
required.

Quiz
Next week
The basic managerial functions are
controlling, directing, organizing, planning
and staffing. .
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3. The Mapping Method
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4. The Charting Method

Writing descriptive map of the idea
Diagramming the lecture
Lectures in visualization
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When lecture is focused on facts and
relationships
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5. The Sentence Method
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6. Combination

Most Common method
& widely used
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Suggestions
Write the date and title of the lecture at the
top of the page.
 Take notes in different colors .e.g. write
important points in red


Suggestions on note taking
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Suggestions









Write the date and title of the lecture at the
top of the page.
Take notes in different colors .e.g. write
important points in red
Have a specific notebook for every class.
Preference for three ring binder/loose leaf
Only write on the front side of the paper. I
Leave spaces for questions and missing info.
Ask questions during and after class.
Don’t forget to write the important ones for
exam
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